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Military modernization for
Soviet armed forces and industry
by Rachel Douglas
On the eve of a plenary session of the Soviet Communist
Party Central Committee, slated to convene at the end of June
and to deal with economic policy, the thorough rejuvenation
of the Soviet armed forces moved ahead with a jolt.As usual,
the shifts were wildly misinterpreted in the West, with a rash
of irresponsible speculation about how party chief Mikhail
Gorbachov was finally cutting the Soviet military down to

publicized disciplinary measur¢s-which occur in the con
text of Gorbachov' s ongoing purge of the party and economic
leadership-should not be alloked to obscure the character
of the commanders who are corrting in,and whose promotion
the Rust affair merely made it pbssible to accelerate.
Contrary to the analysis featured in such locations as the

Washington Post, which on June 18 suggested that, since

size, with respect to its political power and consumption of

new Defense Minister Dmitri T. Yazov was "a middle-rank

resources.

ing general with no ties to Moscow's circle of military lead

the sack.He was commander of the Moscow Air Defense

the military,

On June 17, Marshal of Aviation A.V.Konstantinov got

District, which just this past January had been awarded an

ers, " his appointment represented a setback to the power of

EIR has already reported, that Yazov came

through the combat training programs and the new wartime

Order of Lenin.Konstantinov himself, who commanded the

command structure,designed by Marshal Nikolai Ogarkov.

district since 1980, had achieved the status of candidate

The same can be said about two other recent appointees to

member of the Central Committee, at the 27th Party Congress
'
in March 1986.

senior defense ministry positions:

He became the latest scapegoat for the flight of Matthias

Rust, the West German teenager who landed his Cessna
airplane in Red Square on May 28.Already, the "shortcom

Stanislav Postnikov, recently promoted from General

Colonel to Army General,was revealed in April to be the
new First Deputy Chief of Ground Forces-one of the five
branches of the armed forces. Postnikov came from a posting

ings" in the military, criticized by the Politburo in the wake

as commander of the Transbaikal Military District,where he

of Rust's landing, served as the occasion for retirement of

had been since 1984.The Transbaikal MD lies adjacent to

Defense Minister Marshal Sergei Sokolov and the ouster of

the Far East Military District,which Yazov moved out to

the national commander of the Air Defense Forces, Chief

command in 1984.Thus,Postnikov and Yazov commanded

Marshal of Aviation A..
I

two of the military districts of the wartime command,High

missed following a meeting of the Moscow Communist Par

Command Far East (which was instituted in 1979,as the first

ty, at which municipal party chief Boris Yeltsin, a member

component of the new structure), starting right when the

of the Politburo, said, "We want commanders to look straight

wartime command network went fully operational. Ogarkov

in our faces and say how this could happen." Radio Moscow,

"disappeared " as chief of staff and took over High Command

which reported on this, also cited an article in the June 17

West, in September 1984.

issue of

Krasnaya Zvezda (Red Star), the defense ministry

Gen.-Col.V.N.Lobov has become a First Deputy Chief

paper, that said, "Several generals were expelled ...and

of the General Staff. Before this,Lobov was commander of

several will be dealt with later," because of the Rust affair.

the Central Asia Military District,where he succeeded none

On June 11,

Krasnaya Zvezda reported on the case of a

rear admiral, who waS fired for incompetence in the execution
of naval maneuvers.A few days later, 68-year-old Marshal

other than Dmitri Yazov in 1984,when the latter moved to
the Far East MD.
n
I

of Engineering Troops I.F.

wall assessments of these shifts,'General Lobov is a specialist

struction and billeting since 1979, became the latest deputy

in disinformation! In the March issue of a defense ministry

defense minister to retire.

All the self-criticism by the military, firings, and other

46

International

journal, Lobov published his seCond major article in a year,
on the concept of

voyennaya khitrost, or "military cunning."
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He stressed the decisive importance, throughout military his

unity of science and military practice, as greater than ever

tory, of

before, "in the age of scientific and technical progress."

maskirovka (camouflage), deception, and related

techniques of military art, for securing victory by hitting the
enemy when he least expects it, and preached that this area
required a lot more emphasis in Soviet military thought to
day. For Ogarkov and his students,

voyennaya khitrost ap

plies not only to battlefield camouflage and so forth, but very

Defense industry boss
Also in advance of the plenum, Gorbachov continued to
thin out the old guard in Soviet industry. On June 7, Minister
of Machine Building V.V.Bakhirev retired after 19 years in
office, to be replaced by 52-year-old Boris Belousov. Belou

much to the strategic realm.
The new appointees also fall into the class of technology

oriented, would-be "modernizers" of the armed forces, pro

moted under Ogarkov. Ogarkov's economic policy, which is
what Gorbachov is carrying out under the banner of

peres

troika (restructuring), demands that the entire Soviet econo
my be shifted onto wartime status, before the outbreak of any

shooting. Likewise, Ogarkov and the young officers around

sov comes from the ministry of the defense industry, where
he was a deputy minister, to lead the ministry that produces
munitions and other military products, including solid pro
pellants.
On June 8, Gorbachov addressed a preparatory meeting
for the plenum, attended by only a handful of Politburo mem
bers, plus leaders in Russia's defense industries. Here, party

him stress the crucial importance of weapons based on "new

secretary Nikolai Slyunkov announced that central ministries

physical principles"-including radio frequency weapons.

must prepare to end their "day-to-day control over enterpris

One of the chief spokesman for such modernization is
Gen.-Col. Makhmud A. Gareyev, an Ogarkov appointee to
the general staff who has echoed Ogarkov's own writings on
the importance of these weapons. Now a deputy chief of the
general staff, Gareyev authored an unprecedented half-page
open letter in the popular press-printed in the weekly

es," so as to concentrate on scientific and technological ad
vances in their sectors of the economy.
Also present was L. N. Zaikov, the Central Committee
secretary who in May accompanied Gorbachov to the Bai
konur Space Center, when Gorbachov said perestroika meant

Lit

putting the whole economy on the same footing as the heavily

citizens to support the armed forces. Citing the military tra

defense-related plants, and ministers from the defense and

eraturnaya Gazeta June 3-on the "sacred duty" of all Soviet

ditions of Prussia, among other things, Gareyev stressed the

militarized space program. The directors of several large
heavy industry sectors, spoke at the June 8 session.
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The FSI spent thousands of dollars and
many years developing these matenals for
use by members of the United States dlplomattc corps. Today people In all walks of life
who need to learn to speak a foreign
language are turnlng to thiS outstanding
audio program.
The FSl's German Course IS by far the
most effective way to learn German at your
own convenience and pace. It conSists of a
senes of cassettes, recorded by native German speakers. and accompanYing textbook.
You Simply follow the spoken and written
Instructions, listening and learning. By the
end of the course you '11 find yourself learning
and speakmg entirely In Germani
course turns your cassette payer tnto
•
"teaching machine." With tts unique
"programmed'" learning method, you set
your own pace-testmg yourself. correcting
errors, reinforCing accurate responses.
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ThiS Programmed Course comes In two
volumes, each shipped In a handsome library
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German, 10 cassettes (13 hr. ). and 647p- text, $135
Volume II. Basic Course Continued, 8
cassettes (8 hr.), and 179-p. text. $120
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To order by mad, clip thiS ad and send With
your name and address, and a check or
money order-or charge to your credit card
(VISA, MasterCard, AmEx, Diners) by enclos
log card number, expiration date, and your
signature
The Foreign Service Institute's German
Course is unconditionally guaranteed. Try
It for three weeks. If you're not conVinced
.
It s the fastest. easiest. most painless way to
learn German. return It and we'lI refund every
penny you paid. Order today I
130 courses In 46 other languaqes (lIsa
available Write us for free
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We buy and sell
earthmoving and construction
equipment of all types. Import
and export worldwide.

Please contact us
when buying or selling.
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ENTERPRISES LTD.
EQUIPMENT SALES

Phone 403-452-0606
Telex 0374 2883 (Telsec ed)
16641-114 Ave.
Edmonton, Alberta T5M3P9 Canada
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